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1.
DAE coin is a decentralized cryptocurrency that uses a network with its own blockchain platform to
run smart contracts and applications exactly as programmed, with no censorship or third-party
interference. DAE is developing base on ethash protocol. By applying the technology to a series of real
world use cases with the goal of supporting the online platforms and technology available, we have come
up with the idea of the DAE coin. The DAEFROM platform is a first step to becoming part of a new
movement in mining when each mined coin will have a pair as a DAEFROM token in ratio by blockchain.
The motto is to provide a digital crypto platform for easy and stable mining, and then tokens for a new
social network, DAEFROM Society. The DAEFROM platform provides a transparent environment,
reliability and integrity to various industries like ecommerce, software development, online education, bill
payments, and all types of ticket booking, hotel booking, transportation, social media, banking, MLM, and
the marketing and advertisement industry. Anybody from any business sector can join us as a partner,
contributor, franchise, token owner or user to earn the maximum benefits of DAEFROM Blockchain
technology. The DAEFROM platform enables users to generate their own DRC-20 token coins by creating
smart contracts, which serve as an agreement between all users involved. The platform has its
own currency, DAE, which can be used to generate token coins. In the genesis block were mined
50 million DAE coins, which will be used for development, maintenance, PR and for redemption of
DAEFROM tokens.

2. Introduction
This whitepaper provides a brief explanation of the DAE coin and DAEFROM token and
the DAEFROM platform. The company's goal is to provide a mechanism which helps all kinds of
crypto, social media, advertising and other business service providers, products, consumer product
manufacturers, and users in the DAEFROM platform to unify and create a common community where
all contributors will be rewarded for their contributions in the form of cryptocurrency incentives. These
incentives and rewards will encourage new users to participate in the DAEFROM Platform to contribute
and earn massive income. The DAEFROM platform is industry-specific and capable of creating smart
contracts, allowing everybody to generate their own DRC-20 Crypto Tokens and mine DAE coin as a
cryptocurrency coin. The prices of DAE coins and DAEFROM are community controlled. As the
number of users and DRC-20 tokens increases, the value of DAE coin and DAEFROM token should
be increased proportionally.

3. The Audience
The DAEFROM platform is open to anybody interested in mining crypto currency DAE and anybody
who requires a smart contract-based transaction service. Our primary target audience will be:


Mining community.



Social network communities



Consumers who want to high-quality services from reputable providers



Marketers who want quality leads and true ROI.



Advertisers who want to advertise without wasting precious time and resources

4. DAE Coin
a. What exactly is DAE Coin?
DAE coin is a mining coin on the DAEFROM cryptocurrency network, with its own
blockchain platform to run smart contracts and applications exactly as programmed, free of
censorship or third-party interference. DAE coin is a first step to becoming part of a new
movement of mining users and social network users. The goal is to provide a digital crypto
platform that is easy, safe, and available to everyone. In the near future, each mined DAE will be
rewarded with a pair of DAEFROM tokens based on the mined wallet, with the reward being
retroactive.
b. Difficulty level and rewards of DAE Mining:
The DAE coin network's difficulty adjusts automatically as more miners join the
network. It also depends upon the hash rate of the miner. at a constant rate of approximately
15 seconds per block.
c. Uncle Rewards:
You receive 5 DAE for each successfully mined block.
d.

DAE Specifications:
DAE is using ethash protocol with its own futures contracts that run on the most recent
Ethereum code until August 1, 2022.

e.

No technical knowledge or additional tools are required:
A user would not need any technical knowledge or other technical tools like Geth,
Meteor, or Mist to run the smart contracts.

f.

Smart Contract Templates:
There will be available smart contract templates on the user's dashboard. These will
always be available and ready to execute. All you need to do is log in and deploy the contracts.

g.

Customized Contracts:
Users can create their own contracts from scratch using DAE Coin.

5. The DAEFROM Tokens

I

a. The Purpose of DAEFROM Tokens:
DAEFROM Tokens are the tokens that will be used for all transactions on the DAEFROM
platform. It exists to ensure reward flexibility and transaction ease for all platform participants. A
user can decide the value and number of DAEFROM Tokens he is going to offer, and offer as many
as he decides as long as he has the requisite number of DAEFROM Tokens in his/her wallet.
b. Reward Scheme:
The platform implements a rewards model. Users mining DAE coin will receive DAEFROM
Tokens in their mining wallets beginning in 2Q 2023. It will also provide a mechanism for rewarding
tokens by the company directly.

6. Roadmap


Birth stage:
4Q 2021 – created platform from ethash blockchain, build the backbone DAEFROM network with
DAE mining coin and DAEFROM token, implementing core engine, create testing pools.



Testing phase:
2Q 2022 - Unit Testing, Integration Testing, System Testing, and Acceptance Testing.
.
Start of public mining and public business on markets:
4Q 2022 - Create mining pools network. Start of public business and listing on one of top crypto
markets.





DAEFROM Token:
2Q 2023 Start rewarding mined coins with the DAEFROM token, the reward will be retroactive.
Create staking pool for token, establishing on one of top crypto market.



DAEFROM Society:
2Q 2024 – start testing phase of DAEFROM Society social network
3Q 2024 – run public social network DAEFROM Society

7. Conclusion
DAEFROM is the first platform to empower social networks, mining communities, and the
advertising and marketing industries. This platform encourages them to share their expectations from
manufacturers and service providers through the smart contract system. DAEFROM provides genuine
survey input, reviews, and client inquiries. DAEFROM will provide a platform for the launch of
decentralized blockchain applications, which will improve access to social networking advertising and
marketing projects and data through block-chain technology. There is no outside agency controlling
the DAEFROM system, so all prices within the platform will be community driven. DAEFROM plays the
role of an unbiased mediator, monitoring and transparently reporting back verified data to consumers
and service providers.

8. Disclaimer
The whitepaper prepared by the company is not composed in accordance with, and is not
subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors, and it is for
informational purposes only.
The company does not offer to buy or sell any securities or to invest in any financial instruments
through its websites or applications. DAE can be sold or purchased or transferred or requested to and
from the other members in the community dealing with the DAE and DAEFROM as per their own
terms and conditions at one's own risk. The company does not promote the sale or purchase of the
DAE and DAEFROM in fiat or regular currencies or any similar assets.
Registration on the DAEFROM website permits access to its services as per the DAEFROM
Platform's terms and conditions. Registration is not intended to offer the holder any rights, or claims to
any of the assets of the company or the DAE, DAEFROM, or share in any profits that the company or
the platform may achieve. The white paper or content on this website is subject to change at any time
without notification.
The white paper and website describe the current plan and vision for the DAEFROM platform
and do not guarantee, represent or warrant any of the statements in the white paper or website.
Because they are based on our current expectations and requirements.
The above summary is not a complete list of risks and other important disclosures involved in
investing in the DAEFROM and is subject to the more complete disclosures contained in the terms
and conditions section of the terms and conditions section on DAEFROM Website. Please read it
carefully.

